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Abstract: Trauma disrupts the smooth flow of life, and that too sometimes, irrevocably, affecting the survivors emotionally as well as 
socially. Disasters, man-made or natural, bring with them traumatic reactions. They bring panic, depression, anxiety, grief, mental and 
physical illness. Survivors helplessly experience intense fear and distress. Authors have emphasized that remembering the traumatic 
events is a means of recovering from the trauma, helping in a kind of emotional release. But usually, traumatic events deny 
documentation. John Hersey and Elie Wiesel have made great efforts in their attempt to give form to the usually chaotic and 
inexpressible experiences of the survivors in Hiroshima and Night. Freud’s notion of belatedness is perfectly applicable on these 
writings as the trauma is understood and relived quite some time after the actual occurrence of the event. Wiesel’s Night is written ten 
years after the fact. Trauma takes the shape of an ongoing experience of surviving death (Cathy Caruth 1996, 7). The survivors bring 
this death back to life again and again. In this connection literary journalistic writings have played their role remarkably. As pieces of 
literary journalism this paper aims at wistfully glancing through the writings of John Hersey and Elie Wiesel’s writings Hiroshima and 
Night, respectively. 

Hiroshima is a true story about the lives of survivors after the dropping of the first atomic bomb in Hiroshima in Japan on 
August 6, 1945. It discusses the individual lives of six specific survivors of the atomic bomb. Wiesel’s memoir, Night is a heart-
rending and thrilling narration of the terrible brutality and extent of inhuman side of humanity, the tormentingly painful loss of Elie’s 
family and friends, his changing and strong relationship with his father, his ever increasing and intense belief on religion and hope. It 
is based on his real experiences with real people most of them now long dead.  

 
Keywords: Trauma, John Hersey, Elie Wiesel, Literature, Journalism, Fiction, Narratives. 
 
Introduction 

Narrative literary journalism is popular in America. It started with writers like, James Agee and John Hersey, followed by 
Tom Wolfe, Gay Talese and (maybe) the late Hunter S. Thompson. Their aim was to tell Americans the truth about themselves 
beyond the framework of conventional objectivity, calling it literary journalism because it demands on a standard and quality of 
writing found only in literature.  Pulitzer prize-winning journalists passionately defend their craft and they reject the notion that 
narrative needs to be soft and explanatory. “Its greatest unrealized potential is to communicate the hardest news - the crucial questions 
of social justice. Grim subjects, destitute characters; complicated wrongs need narrative so people will read them and give half a 
damn” (Katherine Boo). 

 
Narrative journalists have a social conscience and they claim their mission is to remind us what it means to be human. 

Information alone, they say, does not inform. In the postmodern age, journalists must assign meaning. Participation in events and 
subsequent interpretation are required to break down the psychological barriers of apathy and cynicism. 

 
Many famous writer turned journalists have played an active role in capturing the real moments and turning down the 

emotions of the survivors of many disastrous events into what are known as literary journalistic narratives. One of the well-known 
literary journalists, Tom Wolfe, has written in New Journalism: 

The most gifted writers are those who manipulate the memory set of the reader in such a rich fashion that 
they create within the mind of the reader an entire world that resonates with the reader’s real emotions. 
The events are merely taking place on the page, in print, but the emotions are real. Hence the unique 
feeling when one is absorbed in a certain book, lost’ in it (48). 
 

The main subject of the paper is to get an insight of the attempt of the writers to combine techniques of traditional reporting 
used for the newspapers and the fictional narrative form. The selected texts from literature are Hiroshima (1946) by John Hersey and 
Night (1972) by Elie Wiesel. Readers after World Wars and unrest, needed the themes and subjects which were close to life, 
concerning the societal culture and milieu. Journalistic fiction satisfied this need. 
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John Hersey is an American novelist and journalist noted for his documentary fiction about catastrophic events in World War 
II. Hersey is best known for combining a reporter’s skill for relaying facts with imaginative fictionalization. His nonfictional book, 
Hiroshima (1946), is an objective account of the atomic bomb explosion in that city as experienced by survivors of the blast, are based 
on fact, but they are also personal stories of survival in Poland and Japan in World War II. Another eminent writer, Elie Wiesel, a 
survivor of the Holocaust and human rights activist, recounts his sufferings as a teenager at Auschwitz, in Night.  

 
Indeed, human history is sustained by many atrocities. The Holocaust made its victims face incredible dark moments. Since 

some literature is a reflection about history, the Holocaust has created a literary genre of its own known as the holocaust literature. The 
latter holds a common cultural consciousness shared by people all over the world. Some of the major themes of this literary tradition 
are the desperate need to articulate loss and to testify events entirely out of control. At the heart of these atrocities, the events of the 
Holocaust brought trauma into the lives of the Jewish people and left an incredible mark on their memories.  

 
Trauma can be defined as an experience of violence that is emotionally painful and distressing. It overwhelms an individual’s 

ability to cope with his life after the trauma, to remember and articulate narratives. Caruth argued that “the interpretation of [trauma] 
into a speech is […] a means of passing out from the isolation imposed by the event” (Cathy 10). Caruth extends in her explanation 
that “in its repeated imposition, the trauma seems to evoke the difficult truth of a history that is constituted by the very 
incomprehensibility of its occurrence” (151). What constitutes this incomprehensibility is the fact that the individual is not fully 
conscious at the moment, “because the ordinary mechanisms of consciousness and memory are temporarily destroyed” (Ruth Leys 
268). Thus, the event is not assimilated fully immediately but only “belatedly” in the repetitive unwilling symptoms (Cathy Caruth 4).  
About the traumatic historical events, Primo Levi writes: 

Notwithstanding the horror of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the shame of the Gulags, the useless and bloody 
Vietnam War, the Cambodian self-genocide, (and) the desaparecidos of Argentina, the Nazi concentration 
camp system still remains a unicum. . . . Never have so many human lives been extinguished in so short a 
time, and with so lucid a combination of technological ingenuity, fanaticism, and cruelty.” (36) 
 

Hersey an intertwined account of a collection of hibakushas, a term used in Japanese for the survivors of atomic bomb attack 
on Hiroshima. When the bomb detonates Mrs Hatsuyo Nakamura is watching her neighbour’s house and overseeing her sleeping 
children; all end up covered in debris when their house is destroyed. Ms Toshiko Sasaki, an office clerk is leaning over to speak to a 
fellow worker when she is blasted out of her desk and trapped under heavy bookcases. She sustains a severely broken leg. A medical 
doctor, Masakazu Fujii, is reading on his porch when he is catapulted into a river and squeezed between two long timbers. Still 
another doctor, Terufumi Sasaki, falls to the floor in the corridor of the Red Cross hospital and gazes in wonder at the scene outside 
the window. Father Wilhelm Kliensorge awakens in the vegetable garden of the Catholic mission house, injured and dazed. The 
Reverend Kiyoshi Tanimoto throws himself between two large rocks and is hit with debris from a nearby house. Most of the six 
survivors are hurt, but they are all alive. 

 
As Werner puts it, this representation of Hersey was something that, “could be presented to readers so that they would care 

about and identify with the victims” (Sollars 58).  Hersey has given voice to the selected six survivors by giving it a narrative form. 
And there is an absence of Hersey in the nonfiction as a narrator. One can see the mode Hersey has used along with his stylistic 
choices. The narration and choice of words is simple, straightforward, sparse, to the point, factual and devoid of any kind of emotions. 
About his writing style Hersey has to say, “The flat style was deliberate, and I still think I was right to adopt it. A high literary manner, 
or a show of passion, would have brought me into the story as a mediator; I wanted to avoid such mediation, so the reader’s 
experience would be as direct as possible’ (quoted in Rothman, para7). 

 
The description is heart-rending. During a scene, when, after the blast, there is a cloud of dust outside and, ‘the children were 

silent except for the five-year-old, Myeko, who kept asking questions: “Why is it night already? Why did our house fall down? What 
happened?” Mrs Nakamura who did not know what had happened…”’ (Hiroshima 27). 

 
In another scene of horror after the nuclear disaster, Hersey gave words to the medical effects on the people of Hiroshima and 

this scene was pathetic: 
The eyebrows of some were burned off and skin hung from their faces and hands. Others, because of 
pain, held their arms up as if carrying something in both hands. Some were vomiting as they walked. 
Many were naked or in shreds of clothing. On some undressed bodies, the burns had made patterns of 
undershirt straps and suspenders and, on the skin of some women (…), the shapes of flowers they had had 
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on their Kimonos. Many, although injured themselves, supported relatives who were worse off. Almost 
all had their heads bowed, looked straight ahead, were silent and showed no expression 
whatever.’(Hiroshima 39-40) 
 

Hersey’s writing style was so simple and plain without his presence, still it could not stop the horrors of the situation to be 
visible to the readers. His writing was the best portrayal of the utter devastation. The scenes described left an impact on the reader’s 
mind strongly.  

 
Regarding the expression of inexpressible, Wiesel says, “You must speak, but how can you, when the full story is beyond 

language.” After bearing witness to such horror, Wiesel also wrote a play The Trial of God, challenging God to provide an explanation 
for allowing so much suffering to occur. Elie Wiesel was so affected and shattered by the horrific experiences of the holocaust that he 
expresses the feelings while accepting the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986, “Never shall I forget that nocturnal silence which deprived me, 
for all eternity, of the desire to live. Never shall I forget those moments which murdered my God and my soul and turned my dreams 
to dust” (Night). 

 
About Elie Wiesel’s Night, a critic, Kenneth Turan, states, it left readers to feel “the inexpressible nausea and revulsion that a 

simple recitation of statistics never manages to arouse”. While reading the details, readers are sure of remembering the concept of hell 
which centuries ago John Milton had tried to portray in his magnum opus The Paradise Lost. One can travel into the hell of Hitler’s 
death camps and into the darkness of a long night in the history of human race. 

 
Night can be read as a novel, but it is a work of nonfiction. It is a memoir, or a brief autobiographical work recounting the 

event Wiesel has witnessed, experienced and survived. It was a journey through his three confinement concentration camps, Aushwitz 
and Buna in Poland, and Buchenwald, in Central Germany from 1941 to 1945. 

 
Experience of surviving after holocaust is permanent and one never comes out of the trauma and pain, and the life is never at 

ease ever after. While writing about the purpose of Night Wiesel said during an interview with People magazine, ‘the only way to stop 
the next holocaust… is to remember the last one. If the Jews were singled out then, in the next one we are all the victims’.  Night is a 
saga of merciless imprisonment, starvation and killings of millions of Jews and non –Jews who disagreed with Hitler’s political views. 
Wiesel as a survivor believes that he has “no right to deprive future generations of a past that belongs to our collective memory”(2nd 
edition of Night xv). 

 
In this context, Primo Levi writes in The Drowned and the Saved (1986): 

Anyone who has been tortured remains tortured…Anyone who has suffered torture never again will be 
able to be at ease in the world, the abomination of the annihilation is never extinguished. Faith in 
humanity, already cracked by the first slap in the face, then demolished by torture is never acquired 
again”. (15)  
 

About the importance of historicizing the holocaust part of history, Stephen T. Katz says, ‘it gives legitimacy to and 
preserves the idea of a Jewish people and spiritual integrity of Judaism’. Writing about his memory, his experiences helped Wiesel and 
others to move on. Basically, Wiesel’s writing of Night, questioned hope, faith and presence of God. His work shows that:  ‘the 
opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference. The opposite of art is not ugliness, its indifference. The opposite of faith is not heresy, 
it’s indifference. And the opposite of life is not death, it’s indifference’ (Patricia Karwoski 3). Night is an essential and symbolic part 
in Night. It is omnipresent. Many important tasks leading to the darkened deeds take place during the night like, preparations for 
moving to the ghettos, for deportation, Elie losing his father. For the author night or the absence of light is representing evil, death, 
darkness. He writes, ‘Never shall I forget that night in camp, which has turned my life into one long night (Night 34). 

 
Thus, it can be concluded that both these writings find an equally important place in literary journalistic narratives, both 

written on the basis of true events and historically verifiable characters. Hersey’s portrayal left readers to rethink about the 
technological development and nuclear weaponry. This book raises questions on humanity’s entrance into the atomic age. Wiesel’s 
writing of this book actually led to the opening up of what was believed to be much taboo, discussions on it, more writings on it 
through literature, films and all, although writing on such sensitive issues like holocaust was not so easy. Probably that is why Wiesel 
first recorded the interviews he used for the book on video tapes. He believed that written memoirs are more restrained due to the 
language strategies that tend to veil horrific experiences and the ambiguity of life and death. After reading these books the readers 
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have a sense of unease and anxiety about the life in the post-war years. Readers also empathise with the characters and find an 
emotional catharsis. 
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